
Folsom Cultural Heritage Museum 
The long term vision and the steps to get there 

 

Folsom’s Cultural History 
 

Before the discovery of Gold in California, the area now known as Folsom was home of the 

Nisenan Maidu culture.  A few short years later, Folsom was Grand Central Station for the 

California Gold Rush.  Miners from around the world were taking the Sacramento Valley 

Railroad to Folsom and then taking one of Folsom’s 20 or more stage coach lines to the mining 

encampments in the Sierra Nevada Mountains. 

 

The impact of this influx of people with different cultural values, languages, religions and 

lifestyles changed the world.  However, this impact has receded in our cultural consciousness.  

Today, the term “49ers” references a football team and Folsom is best known for Johnny Cash 

and Folsom Prison Blues.  It is the mission of the Folsom Cultural Heritage Museum to re-

examine the Gold Rush period in California and American history from the perspectives of each 

of the unique cultures that make up this complex narrative.  We intend to explore how this 

singular historic event evolved into the uniquely diverse and innovative culture that defines 

California today. 

 

The extraordinary benefits and horrific challenges of cultural diversity aren’t unique to this era.  

They are part of human history from centuries before the Gold Rush.  They are part of American 

History from the day the first Europeans arrived on the continent. They are central themes in our 

world today. However, the Gold Rush period offers a unique lens for examining these topics 

because it occured over a short period of time in a place that had very little established 

infrastructure. 

 

Our challenge 
 

There are multiple perspectives to the Gold Rush narrative that are very different.  We want 

present visitors to the museum with these sometimes contradictory threads.  For example, the 

Nisenan Maidu who were devastated by the influx of foreigners into their once tranquil home 

viewed the Gold Rush very differently than the entrepreneurs who launched California’s 

innovation juggernaut of today by building on the opportunities that came with the search for 

gold. 

 

Some traditional history museums obsess over “getting the story right”.  Our goal is to present 

all the perspectives we can find and let our visitors judge what version of truth they want to 

believe.  Much of the written documentation we have from the Gold Rush comes from a 

European perspective.  Many elements of the Native American, African, Chinese and Hispanic 

stories are retained primarily from oral histories passed from generation to generation.  We 

contend that it is a mistake to simply assume the written word is the more accurate version. 



 

Our approach 
 

What we intend to offer is context.  For example, we’ll explore the economic conditions in China 

at the time of the Gold Rush and why that may have encouraged Chinese immigration to 

California even after the US Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882.  We’ll 

speculate on the origins of the Black miners who established the mining encampment at the 

place we now refer to as Negro Bar - and what happened to them afterward - even though there 

is no known documentation to answer those questions. 

 

Another goal is to make this history interesting to more than just academic researchers.  To 

accomplish this, we will offer personal stories of people from the Gold Rush period.  One 

example is the Native American woman who disguised herself as Chinese and was sheltered in 

Folsom’s Chinese community to avoid being taken to an “Indian Reservation”.  Another story is 

of a woman who after her husband died, methodically extracted gold flakes from the laundry she 

did for the miners, and eventually collected enough to open her own hotel.  Are these stories 

really true?  Sometimes we won’t know.  We’ll present the evidence we have and let our visitors 

decide.   

 

Perhaps our most important mission is to encourage people to apply the experience of history in 

addressing the cultural challenges and opportunities of today.  To this end, we intend to host 

“Cultural lessons from the Gold Rush” talks and workshops with guest speakers on a wide 

variety of topics such as working with diverse groups, cultural impacts of government policies, or 

how entrepreneurs from different cultures found success during the Gold Rush.   

 

The Folsom Historical Society’s agreement with the Chan family 
 

The property we intend to use for the museum is the former home of Howard Sr. and Mabel 

Chan.  They moved into the home at 917 Sutter Street in Folsom in the 1920’s.  Howard was 

the son of Oak Chan, who immigrated from China as a teenager during the California Gold 

Rush and became a leader in Folsom’s Chinese community.   Howard and Mabel’s three 

children, Barbara, Howard Jr., and June grew up there and inherited the home when their 

parents died.  Barbara has since passed away and her share of the property was passed to her 

husband and two daughters.  The house has not been lived in since 1971. 

 

Howard Jr., and June have wanted for many years to make the house into a museum to teach 

future generations about the significant role played by the Chinese in the development of 

Folsom and the Sacramento region, as well as to honor their family.  In 2017, they donated their 

share of the property to the Folsom Historical Society for that purpose and the Historical Society 

purchased the other shares from Barbara’s family.  The Historical Society’s agreement in 

accepting the donation includes the following conditions of sale: 

 

1. That the property be used primarily as a museum commemorating the impact of Chinese 

and other Asian immigrants on the history of California and Folsom. 



 

2. That there will be a standing Chinese Heritage Museum Committee comprised of Chan 

House planning committee and Folsom Historical Society to oversee the construction and 

operation of the museum. 

 

3. That Howard Chan, Jr. and June Carolyn Chan both shall be lifetime members of this 

committee and that for a period of 89 years from the closing date at least one member of 

this committee will be a descendent of Howard Chan Sr. and Mabel Chan. If there is a 

descendant who wishes to serve on the committee he/she will be chosen by the governing 

board of the Folsom Historical Society. 

 

4. That the coalition of Folsom Historical Society and Chinese Heritage Museum Committee 

shall have an option in the future to expand the mission of the museum to commemorate the 

impact of all the many diverse ethnic and religious groups who have been a part of Folsom's 

history. 

 

5. That the descendants of Howard Chan Sr. and Mabel Chan reserve their continual rights to 

be advised and review any written information regarding the personal history of the Chan 

family before releasing to the general public.  This includes but is not limited to marketing, 

exhibits, displays, visual and published media. 

 

6. That the home on 917 Sutter St. be permanently named the Howard Chan Sr. and Mabel 

Chan House in their honor and the name be prominently displayed in both English and pre-

1949 Chinese calligraphy at the house and in marketing literature about the museum. 

 

7. That the lot adjacent to the house (The West 19 feet, front and rear measurements, of Lot 4, 

Block 37 of Town of Folsom, according to the Recorder of Sacramento County, California, 

on December 27, 1855, in Book 1 of Maps, Map No. 7.) be converted into a traditional 

Chinese garden and permanently named Oak Chan Garden in his honor. 

 

8. That the rock retaining wall immediately behind the house shall be stabilized, preserved and 

protected for its historic significance and incorporated into the design of the Oak Chan 

Garden.  

 

9. That the Folsom Historical Society shall actively seek funding to complete the restoration of 

the property and to convert it into an operating museum open to the public as defined in 

clauses 1 through 7 above.  This is the preferred option and every effort will be undertaken 

to achieve this goal. 

 

10. That if fundraising efforts to complete the restoration are unsuccessful after 5 years from the 

purchase date, the Folsom Historical Society shall have the option to:  

a. Continue with fundraising – This remains the preferred option unless there is compelling 

evidence that fund raising is unlikely to ever be successful. 



b. If it is determined that funders are unwilling to pay for restoration, but otherwise support 

the project, pursue funding to demolish and rebuild the home following the original 

design to be used as defined in clauses 1 through 8 above. 

c. If it is determined that funders are unwilling to fund rebuilding based on the original 

design, seek funding to demolish the existing home and build a new structure on the site 

to be used as defined in clauses 1 through 5 above.  

d. As a last resort, if it is determined that funders are unwilling to support any project on the 

917 Sutter Street site, sell the property and use the proceeds to open a museum at 

another site in Folsom’s Historic District as defined in clauses 1 through 5 above. 

 

11. That if options 10b, 10c or 10d are taken, salvageable elements of the original structure 

shall be used in the replacement structure wherever feasible. 

 

12. That if options 10c or 10d are taken, these additional conditions would apply: 

a. The architectural details of the original home shall be fully documented and preserved 

using photography, video, 3D scanning, 3D modelling and other available technologies. 

b. The site of the home shall be commemorated with a prominent plaque on the new 

building at the site or in the sidewalk to designate in both English and pre-1949 Chinese 

calligraphy that it was the home of Howard Chan Sr. and Mabel Chan. 

 

13. That the coalition of Folsom Historical Society and Chinese Heritage Museum Committee 

shall continuously strive to maintain a welcoming and comfortable environment in the 

museum that is reminiscent of the open hospitality offered to visitors when it was the home 

of the Chan family. 

 

14. That the Purchaser shall record expenditures for capital improvements to the property and 

provide Howard Chan Jr. and June Carolyn Chan with a complete statement of the cost of 

improvements including written receipts when improvements are completed. 

 

  



Implementation plan 
 

Clause 4 of the agreement with the Chan family allows for the broader mission described in this 

document.  Our implementation plan is to come to this in phases.  The preceding phases are 

less costly and can be used to build support and expand funding for the broader mission. 

 

● Phase 1 - Oak Chan Garden 
Proposed completion – 2019 

 

This phase will create a Chinese garden in the yard along the west side of the house as defined 

in Clauses 7 and 8 of the agreement.  This would be a place for quiet contemplation as well as a 

display area for listing the major contributors to the project.  It would give us an opportunity to 

open up the property to public access including fund raising events while we’re still planning for 

the subsequent phases.  One additional goal of this design is to serve as a pathway to the 

museums defined in future phases. 

 

One caveat to this initial phase is whether the construction effort for Phase 2 can be completed 

without major damage to the garden.  If that is not feasible, Phases 1 and 2 may need to be 

reversed or combined. 

  

● Phase 2 - Restoration of The Howard Sr. and Mabel Chan House 
Proposed completion - 2020 

 

This phase will address the goals of Clause 6 of the agreement.  It represents an important 

element of Folsom’s local history.  The Chan family were leaders in Folsom’s Chinese 

community and their home offers us an opportunity to honor that legacy.  Because the home 

has been uninhabited since the 1970’s, it will need extensive and costly work to make it 

accessible as a commercial building.  However, honoring the legacy is an element of our 

mission and therefore we consider the building worthy of restoration as opposed to demolition 

and replacement. 

 

● Phase 3 - Folsom Chinese Heritage Museum 
Proposed completion - 2021 

 

This phase would fulfill Clause 1 of the agreement.  The museum would open initially in The 

Howard Sr. and Mabel Chan House.  It would initially have two missions. 

 

First, this is an opportunity to highlight the personal experience of one family to illustrate the 

larger context of the Chinese community in Folsom.  In addition to their own experience, this 

can illustrate the interactions between the Chinese and non-Chinese communities from the Gold 

Rush until today.  One interesting component to this story is the Chan family’s success in 

establishing the property as their home in the 1920’s under the constraints of the Chinese 

Exclusion Act of 1882.  The law was not repealed until 1942.  There are currently conflicting 



theories about how that might have worked.  Regardless of the specifics in this example, it 

allows us to consider the personal challenges imposed on all Chinese Americans during that 

period. 

 

The second mission is to use Folsom as an example to examine the larger context of the 

Chinese experience in California and across the United States.  The Chinese experience in 

Folsom and the Sacramento region starting in the 19th Century is an important yet often 

overlooked element of California history.  There is no other museum in Sacramento County 

dedicated to interpreting this chapter in our local history.  Our goal is to partner with the Chinese 

community in the Sacramento region in designing the museum to authentically reflect the 

Chinese experience through oral histories rather than rely exclusively on previously published 

research that may reflect cultural biases of the researchers.  Folsom having once been the 

home of the second largest Chinese community in California is a very appropriate place to 

commemorate that history.   

 

Because the original house is only 1362 square feet, it will be difficult to cover all these topics in 

great depth.  Therefore, an additional goal of this design is to anticipate the future Cultural 

Heritage Museum.  In order to avoid duplicating the same story in two separate exhibits, we 

anticipate moving the broader regional Chinese component to the larger museum as an element 

of Phase 5.  At that time, The Howard Sr. and Mabel Chan House can be used to expand the 

personal story of the Chan family and the local experience of Folsom’s Chinese community.  

This can become an active living history experience in which the house takes on its original look 

and feel as the Chan Family home with the reintroduction of family furnishings and photos 

wherever possible.  Ideally this will include video recordings of family members describing their 

memories as well as actors in period clothing telling stories as first person narratives. 

  

● Phase 4 - Construction of Second Wing 
Proposed completion - 2024 

 

The property we acquired extends 84 feet behind the house, giving us lots of room to expand.  

Once the Chinese Heritage Museum proves successful, there will be a rich opportunity to add 

exhibit space to explore the more complex intertwined narratives of the many cultures that came 

to the region during and after the California Gold Rush.  The design of this additional structure 

has not been determined. 

  

● Phase 5 - Folsom Cultural Heritage Museum 
Proposed completion - 2025 

 

The design of this museum will evolve based on the learnings from previous phases. 

 


